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C h a ~ t e rI - Introduction

Participants in the course for a Diploma in Health Care Risk Management (DHCRM)
were required to carry out a project related to risk management.
At the beginning of the course I was working as Acting Director of Community Care
& Medical Officer of Health in Co. Wicklow. In this position I headed up the

Community Care Team. Having consulted with the heads of discipline who reported
to me and others with whom I worked in association (Dental and Community Welfare
Service Managers) a project related to Community Care Staff Safety & Security was
identified as important for the local service as well as hlfilling the criteria for the
DHCRM.
A majority of management staffidentified staff safety and security when visiting clients
and also when working in health care premises as an area of primary concern. The
project was also briefly discussed with my manager, the Programme Manager for
Community Care who gave his support to it.
It was important that support for the project should be forthcoming from senior
management and local area managers as it was likely that remediable problems within
their remit would be identified in the course of the project. Managers would have to
ensure that where possible identified problems should be minimised. Managers also
had to be aware that if they failed to act on problems identified and employers suffered
loss or injury as a result of that failure they or the Board would be likely to be held
liable for such loss or injury. An identified advantage of the project was the support

and probable improvement in working conditions which all the staff would experience
as a result of participating in the project which would also enhance quality of care for
clients.
Consultation Phase
During the initial consultation phase of the project, as well as the previously mentioned
issues of staff safety and security when visiting clients or working in health care
premises. queries arose about the adequacy of the incident reporting system in the
area. Some staffwere unaware of such a system. It was noted that while Health and
Safety inspections take place for Health Board premises there has never been a survey
of staff experiences and attitudes to personal security and safety at work in the
Wicklow Conununity Care Area.
Local Gardai were also consulted and agreed to provide advice regarding safety and
security issues which arose from the project.

Mr. Philip Doyle and Ms. Suzanne Creaven who implement the Risk Management
operation and reporting system for the Eastern Health Board were also consulted. Ms.
Creaven provided the 1994 review of this system.

Legislative and Management Considerations
a) Leeislation.
Employment legislation is constantly being developed and revised. Prior to 1989 the

-

basic legislation in place was the Safety in Industry Acts 1955 1980 and the Mines
and Quanies Act 1965. This legislation applied mainly to those employed in
manufacturing, construction and extractive industries and totally failed to address the
whole area of safe systems of work for all categories of employee. These issues were
addressed by the Barrington Commission of Injury on Safety Health and Welfare at
Work which recommended that a comprehensive legal and structural system for safety
and health at work should be put in place.
The Safety Health and Welfare at Work Act 1989 come into force on 1st November,
1989. On the 18th February, 1993 the Safety Health and Welfare at Work (General
Application) Regulations 1993 were commenced. (S.I. No 44 of 1993)
Legislation prior to 1989 related to work practices tended to be firmly based on 19th
century industrial applications. However the 1989 legislation is far broader and places
obligations on both employers and employees. The general philosophy behind the act
is to ensure that the safety, health, and welfare of workers should be maintained at the
highest practicable levels. This is to be effected by employers and employees working
together tbough established management and representative structures, and by
provision of standards and guidelines based on Irish and European Safety Standards.

Despite the aspirations to broaden the scope of legislation to encompass all workers
and working environments the Act remains prescriptive and firmly based on late 19th
century and early 20th century legislation. However, the general duties of all
employers, as laid down in part 11 of the Act are clearly far broader than any previous
legislation "it shall be the duty of every employer to ensure, so far as is reasonably
practicable, the safety health and welfare at work of all his employees". It is this spirit
and philosophy of the Act which is the basis of this project on personal safety and
security of Community Care Staff. It is noted that while this paragraph is the core of
the Act it is a qualified duty on the employer. The qualifyng phrase is "so far as is
reasonably practicable". This recognised that every effort must be made to minimise
risks but that in the real world there is no such thing as absolute safety.

Eurooean Dimension

Tomkin and Hanafin in Irish Medial Law briefly describe how the European Union
affects Irish Legislation. Article 29.4.3 of Bunreacht Na hEiream permitted Ireland to
join what used to be knownas the European Economic Community (EEC) and is now
known as the European Union (E.U.). The European Communities Act 1972, as
amended by the Single European Act in 1992 has provided for the integration of
European Law with Irish Law. The explanatory note published with the Safety Health
/

and Welfare at Work (General Application) Regulations 1993 details the Council
Directives implemented by the regulations. These European Council Directives are
mainly concerned with minimising health hazards for various categories of workers.

b) Manaeement

As well as having an obligation to ensure that legislative requirements are complied

with managers of health care services must use their management expertise to support
staff and to facilitate their optiomalnctioning while at work. As Director of
Community Care it was obvious that this project afforded an excellent opportunity to
review staff safety and security. It also offered myself, and other managers an
opportunity to consult with workers about their perceptions and experiences of safety
and security issues. It was the opinion of managers in the area that it was also an
opportunity to implement risk management structures which could be continued in the
future. It was also used as a team building exercise for the Community Care Team.
When the Risk Management operation and reporting system was accessed with the cooperation of Mr. Philip Doyle and Ms Suzanne Creaven, it was obvious that in 1994
(the latest figures available at the time of the project) Wicklow would, according to the
reported incidents be perceived as a "low risk" area compared to other Health Board
locations. However it was obvious even at the initial consultation phase of the project
that the perceptions of those working in the area was that workers were at risk

As managers of the area it was obvious that the anxieties of staff should be addressed
and that by addressing these anxieties staff would be enabled to be less stressed in their
.*-

day to day work and therefore more likely to provide better quality care to clients and
patients

Constraints

The DHCRM project had to be completed within a specific time frame. At the outset
it was hoped that all phases of the project, including impiementation of some of the
risk reducing measures could be completed within that time. It was also planned that
would continue the project as part of the management of the area including an
evaluation of changes made as a result of the project. However I was appointed as a
Specialist in Public Health Medicine to another Health Board during the project and
therefore was only able to set up a new health and safety committee in the area which
would continue the work initiated by this project.
It was evident from the Risk Management operating and reporting system (Appendix
1) that to date no major costs would have been borne b, ;he Board arising from claims

in the area. There was therefore a disincentive to senior management to implement any
changes which have cost implications.
The cost of implementing certain changes also had to be borne out of the local area
budget and therefore this also was a constraint in implementing changes in the short
term. Improved lighting or other minor structural changes could be done by the
Eastern Health Board maintenance division but had to be wait listed for attention.

C h a ~ t e r111 - Methodology
1. Consultation Phase.

As described in Chapter 1 consultation took place with heads of discipline, the

Principal Dental Officer and Superintendent Community Welfare Officer in the
Wicklow Community Care Area. As a result of these consultations a project on staff
safety and security when visiting clients in their homes or when working in health care
premises was identified. The identified project was then discussed with the
Programme Manger of Community Care, with the managers of the Risk Management
operation and reporting system of the Eastern Health Board and with local Gardai.
2. Questionnaire.
A questionnaire was developed piloted and subsequently modified. The final formatof

the questionnaire (Appendix 11) was then issued to staff in the Wicklow Community
Care Area at the beginning of January 1996. A covering letter was sent with each
questionnaire. Heads of discipline were also sent the questionnaire with a separate
covering letter.
The results were analysed and conveyed to heads of disciplines, the Principal Dental
Officer, Superintendent Community Welfare OEcer and Administrators. The Health
and Safety Committee was reconvened for the area. The results were discussed at
committee and plans made to implement relevant and practicable solutions to a number
of the problems. The results were also discussed at a liaison meeting with the Gardai.

C h a ~ t e rIV
Results
Res~onseRate
158 Questionnaires were circulated to staffin the Wicklow Community Care area
78 Questionnaires were returned, a response rate of 49.4%

Home Visiting Staff Emeriences
59 (74.4%) respondents said they visited clientslpatients in their own homes and this
group was first analysed.

Verbal or Emotional Intimidation
23/59 (39%) reported having suffered verbal or emotional intimidation. This ranged

from single experiences to 'regularly' from one PHN who reports that she visits a
client three times weekly and is subjected to verbal abuse at each visit. Verbal abuse
and threats may also be experienced over the phone and this was reported specifically
by one social worker. Other specific reports included a PHN being locked into a house
while visiting a client and a PHN being verbally abused by a relative of a patient.

Reoortine of Intimidation
11/59 (18.6%) or 47.8% of those who had suffered intimidation reported the

intimidation to their line manager.
3/59 (5%) or 3/23 (13.0%) of those who had suffered intimidation mentioned the

intimidation informally or generally to their line manager.

2/59 (3.4%) or 2/23 (8.7%) reported the intimidation to the clients general

practitioner.
7/23 (11.9%) did not report the incidents to anyone

Physical Threats
Physical threats against staff made by patients in their own home were detailed by 8/59
(13.5%) respondents. The events reported included being jumped at by the clients

German Shepherd dog, being locked in and the way out barred physically by the client.
(This is a different incident to that reported by the PHN who was locked in by a
client's carer but not physically threatened). A social worker reported having been
threatened with a hatchet. Three workers reported people from travelling families had
been associated with physical threats to them, including being told they would be
killed.

Seven of these eight respondents reported the physical intimidation incidents to their
line manager and two incidents were reported to the gardai.
Phvsical Iniury
Three (5.1%) respondents described physical injury. One incident had occurred
approximately two years before and, therefore, outside the period covered by the
questionnaire. A Medical Oficer had been bitten by a client who was mentally
handicapped. One PHN reported that she had been pinched and punched by a
disorientated patient. Neither of these respondents said that they had reported the
incidents to their managers. One social worker reported having been repeatedly kicked
by a client. This was reported informally to her manager.

Informine others of visits and exoected time of return
Of those who visited clients in their own homes 21/59 (35.6%) said that they let
colleagues or supervisors know where they were going.

Of these 21, however, 7 said that they 'sometimes' or usually let colleagues know and
two mentioned that often there was no one else at their base to whom they could give
such information.

Seven of the 59 who visit clients in their own home said that they did not tell
colleagues or supervisors where they were going but did let them know when they
expected to return.
Of those who said they did let colleagues or supervisors know where they were going
13 said they usually told supenisors or colleagues when they expected to return.

However, again some mentioned that there often might not be anyone available to
whom such details could be given. This was a particular difficulty for social workers
who visited clients outside normal working hours. A number of social workers also
noted that when visiting certain clients about whom there were concerns related to
violence that they would ensure that such information was given to a colleague or
manager.
Soecific Concerns
Participants in the survey were asked if particular categories of client had given them
cause to fear for their personal safety.

Twenty one of the 59 (35.6%) said that particular categories of client had given

cause for such fear. Nine (15.3%) of the respondents cited clients with psychiatric
disabilities as causing such concerns. The Health Board employees who felt such
concerns included medical ofhers, public health nurses, and community welfare
officers. Five (8.5%) social workers mentioned that clients with a known history of
violence they are visiting in cases of sexual or physical abuse caused them concern.
They also mentioned that usually they arranged to do such visits either accompanied by
another worker or a garda. People with criminal histories were also mentioned by a
social worker and community welfare officers.

There was also concern expressed about entering cer rain areas. The extended families
of some clients or patients were also mentioned as causing concern when these
relatives had a criminal history or a history of violent behaviour.

A number of respondents also mentioned dog owners as causing them concern and this

response was also related to the next pan of the questionnaire which asked
respondents to highlight other areas of concern not already covered by the
questionnaire.

Combining both Question 7 and 8, 11 respondents expressed concern about dogs

Overall. 39/59 respondents highlighted certain areas of concern. A number of
respondents highlighted more than one such area. These included as well as the

concerns about dogs, fears'about travelling alone to remote areas, visiting clients
whose history is unknown and dealing with drug addicts.

Other concerns related to encounters with farm animals such as bulls when having to
cross fields to visit remote homesteads and travelling on poorly surfaced rural roads in
icy conditions. As well as people with psychiatric concerns mentioned in response to
question 7, a number of female workers also expressed concern at having to visit male
patients or clients living alone. Another (male) worker had been concerned when he
had to visit, on health board business, a women reputed to be a prostitute. Initial visits
to new clients or patients were also a cause of concern as workers often did not know
what difficulties might be encountered.

The difficulty of practising good infection control in patients houses was highlighted by
one nurse as an area of concern.

Solutions to Problems.

A number of practical solutions to some of the problems encountered were suggested.

some of these measures were already practised by many of the respondents. These
included visiting with another worker when the client or patient was known to have a
history of violence. Others visited such clients only accompanied by the police.
Ensuring that first visits are done accompanied by another worker was suggested.

It was suggested by three respondents that a policy to inform other workers and other
disciplines who also visit clients at home of clients who have a history of violence
would be useful.

A number of workers also mentioned the difficulty they sometimes have in accessing a

telephone. All workers do not have keys for rural health centres and it was suggested
that if keys to the rural health centres which are usually locked be given to workers.
17/59 respondents to this part of the questionnaire suggested that a mobile phone

would be a useful safeguard. Personal alarms were also mentioned by a number of
respondents.

Self defence courses and specific training in dealing with difficult clients were
suggested also.

A number of respondents suggested that a more formal system of reporting in after

visiting might be considered and that visits to remote areas should be confined to
daylight hours.

A proportion of respondents suggested various ways of dealing with the perceived
hazards from dogs. The main suggestion made was that a "dog-zapper" should be
issued to all staff. Another suggestion was a proforma letter to all health board clients
informing them that dogs must be controlled. Another worker suggested that where
an appointment was made with a client to visit that the preliminary communication
should include an instruction to the patient that dogs should be locked away.

Some respondents mentioned their feelings of vulnerability when travelling alone in
rural areas. While mobile phones were suggested as noted above, other practical
suggestions to decrease such feelings of vulnerability included obtaining instruction in
basic car maintenance and being issued with a good map of the area.

The second part of the survey related to safety and security when working in health
centres and, therefore, all the questionnaires returned are included.

Phvsical or Emotional Intimidation in Health Centres

28 of the 78 (35.9%) respondents said that they had felt physically or emotionally

intimidated when working in health centres. The frequency ranged from once to
'occasionally'

up to 20-25 times in previous year. The events detailed included verbal abuse over the
phone. Others reported verbal abuse from clients actually in the health centre.
Another client produced a razor in the clinic and threatened to use it on herself
Another worker received letters which were emotionally intimidating. Verbal threats
of kture physical abuse were reported by some respondents (e.g. I'll get you, I'll kill
you, I know where you live). Another worker reported an incident where a client
overturned a [able in this catesory dthough this might be more appropriately
categorised as physical threat. Many of the incidents seem to relate, not surprisingly,

to having been refused payment by welfare officers. However, one worker reported an
incident where a client, an alleged perpetrator of child abuse, became aggressive during
a case conference. Another worker reported feeling threatened by parents of clients
who were angered by long waiting times or difficulties in contacting the therapist.

Phvsical Threats in Health Centres

7/78 (9.0%) respondents reported having been physically threatened while working in

a health centre. Such threatening behaviour from clients or patients consisted mainly

of clients making aggressive gestures with their hands towards the workers. However,
one social worker was threatened with a sledge hammer. Only one worker reported
having received a physical injury, described as 'a minor abrasion from a flying object'.

Incidents with General Public

15 (19.2%) of the respondents said they had been intimidated, threatened or injured by

people other than their own clients or patients. A proportion of the events where
descriptions were given related to incidents involving people attending psychiatric
clinics who were not attending the particular worker who completed the questionnaire.
However, a few incidents described related to the 'general public' and included a
worker reporting a man who had fallen asleep in a toilet in a health centre,
subsequently awoke, and intimidated the worker. Other events included attempted or
successful entry to health centres by people who had no apparent business there who
became threatening or abusive.

Reoortine of Incidents.

10 of the respondents had reported the various incidents which had occurred in health

centres to their managers.

Perceived Vulnerabilitv in Health Centres

Although only a small proportion of respondents had been threatened, intimidated or
injured while working in health centres 56/78 (71.8%) detailed circumstances which,
in their opinion, made them vulnerable while working in health centres.

38/78 (48.7%) staff said that they felt vulnerable when working alone in health

centres. A number of public health nurses mentioned that they have to be present in
their health centre base every Friday from 4.30 p.m. to 5.00 p.m. This was cited as a
particular problem on dark winter evenings.

Darkness around the health centres when leaving in the evenings was also noted by
respondents. Health centres where this appears to be a particular problem include
St. Cronan's, Bray, Newtownmountkemedy, Greystones, and Dunlavin Health
Centres. Dunlavin is also surrounded by a high wall which increases its isolation.

Other issues which arose included the lack of a direct phone line in or out in the
Wicklow Health Centre as the switch closes at 5.00 p.m. Thus people who must work

late are totally isolated. Two respondents who work from the Shillelagh Health Centre
mentioned that the key is left in the door all day.

A number of respondents also mentioned the lack of a 'panic button' in the health

centres. This was linked to the fears they have when working alone. The lack of
porters or receptionists for the smaller health centres was cited as a major problem and
also linked to the problem of being alone in health centres. Not only is there no one to
call for help, there is also no one to 'screen' callers to the clinics.

Again a number of people said that psychiatric patients attending the clinic sometimes
made them feel vulnerable.

One respondent also mentioned the problems associated with carrying the registrars
box and papers and the need to reach up to high shelves as a cause of worry. Fire
hazards in some centres, particularly those with only a single exit were also
highlighted.
Practical Solutions

The practical measures suggested by respondents to combat some of the issues raised
in question 12 included providing porters or receptionists at all health centres.
However, a number of staff recognised that this might not be practicable and,
therefore, suggested an intercom system for all health centres. This would allow the
door to be kept locked and the client or patient or member of the general public calling
to the clinic to be spoken to prior to allowing them to enter the clinic.

A number of workers also suggested that 'panic buttons' linked to local garda stations
should be installed. In regard to fire hazards, some respondents suggested installation
of smoke alarms in the smaller health centres where no alarms are as yet installed.

It was also noted that a number of health centres are left unlocked at lunch time. Staff
suggested centres should be locked during lunch time. This appears to be a particular
problem in the Arklow health centre and in Shillelagh.

It was also suggested that phone calls to the health centres should be screened or
recorded.

Sensor lights outside the health centres were also suggested so that lights would come
on either when people called to the health centre after dark or when staff are leaving
the centres on dark evenings.

Some public health nurses suggested that they should be allowed to take shorter lunch
breaks so as to be able to leave earlier on Friday evenings.

Accidental iniuries

The survey investigated accidental injuries to workers visiting clients in their own
home or in a health centre.

Four respondents reported having suffered accidental injury while visiting
clientsipatients at home. Two incidents involved dogs, one a fall on a wet path outside
the patients house. The fourth incident was a back injury sustained by a dental surgeon
who had to call to a house to rreat a client with multiple sclerosis. He injured his back

when bending down to treat the patient. None of the four incidents were reported,
although one staff member attended a general practitioner a few days later for
treatment.

Five workers reported they had suffered accidents while working in health centres.
Two incidents of tripping over floor covering occurred in Killarney Road health centre.
Both incidents were reported to the administrative officer. Another report involved
boxes of nappies falling off a shelf on to the respondent

Again this was said to have

been reported to the worker's manager. The other accidents were a (sterile) needle
stick injury, and a finger laceration when opening a glass phial.

Safetv statements

45/78 respondents (57.7%) were aware of a safety statement for the health centres in

which they work. 6 ofthese, however, had not read the statement. The remainder of
the respondents were neither aware of the statements nor had they read them.

Near miss reoortine svstem
The survey then elicited whether or not workers would be willing to participate in a
'near miss' reporting system. 68 (87.2%) i~dicatedthat they would do so.

Other areas of concern

Finally staff were asked if there were other areas of concern not included in the
questionnaire which they wished to highlight. 25 respondents (32%) took this
opportunity. In some cases previously made points were reiterated - dogs, the need
for porters, perceived problems with psychiatric patients. A number of workers
complained of the general condition of some of the health centres, most notably those
in the Bray area and Shillelagh. The point was made that as well as being bad for staff
morale such conditions increased the frustrations often felt by clients thus making
incidents more likely to occur. The noise level on the ground floor of Wicklow Health
Centre on occasions was reported to cause problems for workers dealing with clients.
Hygiene problems were also highlighted by some workers. This was of particular
concern in Shillelagh and St. Cronan's in Bray.

A number of respondents also mentioned the problems associated with lack of storage

space for equipment.

In some cases, overcrowding was cited as a potential hazard. This was noted
particularly in Wicklow and in the Bray health centres.

Two respondents suggested that training courses in conflict resolution might be of
benefit. Theft of personal items from health centres was also mentioned. Sexual
harassment by a client was also mentioned by one respondent as a problem.

One respondent said that she had reverted to using her maiden name to avoid clients
contacting her at home. Another worker mentioned that she had asked for a step
ladder to allow her access to files stored on high shelves but that as yet not ladder had
been supplied.

Passive smoking was also mentioned as a hazard, as was lifting heavy boxes without
training.

Cha~terV Health and Safetv Committees Discussion of results of
Survev.
Convening of Health & Safetv Committee.
Health & Safety Committees are supposed to be in place in each Community Care
area, to review the various issues in regard to health safety and welfare at work which
arise. However no committee meeting ha been held in the Wicklow Area since March,
1993. There had been a number of changes of staff in the area which had contributed
to the failure to continue the meetings. However the changes in staff also meant that
now a new approach to the committee could be tried. The local Area Administrator
agreed to convene a meeting in March, 1996. Prior to this meeting all heads of
discipline, the Principal Dental Officer and Superintendent Community Welfare Officer
were circulated with the results of the survey. All heads of discipline were invited to
attend the meeting, as were the Principal Dental Ofi--- and Superintendent
Community Welfare Officer.

Discussion of Results of Survey.
The survey with which all disciplines had co-operated, was welcomed by the
committee. The results were discussed in detail.

It was noted that an almost 50% response rate was an adequate response. Safety
statements had been prepared for each Health Centre some years ago. However these
statements had not been updated. Nor was it clear that a statement was at present
available in each Health Centre. The Area Administrator agreed that the statements
would now be updated. It was further agreed that reference to not only the technical

aspects of Health and Safety in each centre would be addressed but also a more global
perspective would be adopted. This would emphasise the duty of workers to draw the
attention of management to risks not encompassed by the safety statements.

It was felt that the high proportion of respondents who agreed that they would be
willing to participate in a "near miss" reporting system would allow implementation of
a more comprehensive hazard identification process than the current somewhat ad hoc
arrangements.

It was agreed that a very simple form would be made available to all staff to allow
them to make an initial report of incidents, near misses or other hazards. It was agreed
that these would be channelled to the Area Administrator through each head of
discipline. The form would be devised by the local Area Administrator and staff
members will be advised on its use at team meetings.
The Area Administrator agreed to make keys available for Health Centres to staff who
use the centres. It was noted that the installation of movement activated sensor lights
had been discussed with the Maintenance Department and that this posed no major
difficulty. The cost of each sensor light must be borne from the 1996 area budget
(Approx £20 per light) and installation would be carried out by the Maintenance
Department. Similarly it was agreed that smoke alarms should be installed in the
smaller Health Centres (smoke alarms are installed in some of the larger centres). It
was noted that in one centre an intercom for the door is already ordered. It was
agreed that consideration would be given to installing such devices in certain other
centres.

The rather more difficult problems highlighted by respondents to the survey in regard
to dealing with dangerous or potentially dangerous clients were discussed by the
committee in some detail. It was agreed that sharing of information was desirable but
that a formal system of sharing such information might be difficult to devise or
implement. It was therefore agreed that staff should be reminded of the necessity to be
aware of such dangers and to let others, including managers, know of coucems about
particular clients or patients. It was agreed that staff would be facilitated in visiting or
seeing such clients accompanied by another member of staff it was noted that the
gardai will readily give advice or will escort workers if there are concerns.

The Superintendent Public Health Nurse shared information about courses run by the
Eastern Health Board Training Section on dealing with difficdt clients. She was not
aware of any plans for a course in the immediate hture. However she agreed to
contact the Training Officer for the Eastern Health Board to discuss the possibility of
running a course in the near h t u r e to train a number of people in relevant techniques.
Their expertise could then be shared with other workers in the area.

The problems surrounding a "checking in" system were discussed. It was felt that a
formal system of checking back in with superiors would be impracticable. it was felt
that workers should be reminded of the need for care and should be encouraged to
leave information on their whereabouts at their base. It was considered that this aspect
of the survey required further deliberation and consultation with workers.

The issues highlighted by some Public Health Nurses about being required to attend at
their Health Centre base from 4.30 to 5 p.m. on Friday evenings was discussed. It was
indicated that this was necessary so that contact could be made with Public Health
Nurses in order to allocate week-end emergency care. In further discussion with the
Superintendent Public Health Nurse after the meeting it was noted that the nurses who
mentioned this problem also noted that the centres were dark. It was agreed that
installation of sensor lights would go some way towards addressing their fears.

Dogs had been highlighted by many respondents as a source of anxiety and occasional
injury. The purchasing of high pitched anti-dog alarms was discussed but the
committee consensus was that their effectiveness was unproved and that a false sense
of security might be engendered by their use. However it was felt that the suggestion
of a standard letter to clients or patients warning them of the necessity to keep dogs
under control had merit. It was therefore agreed that a standard letter would be made
available to all workers to be sent or given to clients if the workers so wished.

A number of respondents had suggested that mobile phones should be provided for

staff. It was agreed that as very few incidents actually occurred in the Wicklow
Community Care Area that the cost of such phones would not be an eficient use of
resources. It was, again emphasised that attention to "safety ground mles" would
reduce many of the possible risks.

It was suggested that the results of the survey should be circulated to all staff
members. it was the opinion of the committee that this would allow dissemination of
the practices ideas suggested by many of the respondents to minimise risks.

It was also noted that the telephone systems, which had been highlighted as a course of
anxiety, were currently being examined. Direct phone lines for the main head quarters
were now installed.

The recently agreed Eastern Health Board policies on Hepatitis B immunisation and
needle stick injuries were made available to all staff subsequent to the Health & Safety
Committee Meeting.

Financial Considerations.

It is clear from Appendix 1 that few claims arise in the Wicklow Community Care
Area. 11appears that this trend will be continued for 1995. None of the workers
themselves, by means of the survey, had indicated that they had experienced serious
incidents. However it was clear that there are may identified areas of concern. The
majority of the changes which were suggested are possible to implement From the
normal area budget. In fact many of the items (sensor lights, smoke alarms) are already
standard in other Community Care Areas. It was therefore considered that these
expenses were such that they would be within the normal maintenance budget.

Chapter VI

- Main Recommendations.

1. The Health and Safety Committee for the Community Care Area should continue to

meet on a regular quarterly basis to monitor and review health, safety and welfare at
work issues.

2. The implementation of a new near miss and incident reporting system should be
organised and monitored by members of the Health and Safety Committee. This
would include ensuring that all staff ar aware of the necessity to participate in the
system and to whom they should report within the system. The initial reporting
procedure should be as simple as possible and where appopriate the Area
Administrator should subsequently complete the incident report form for the Risk
Management and operation system.

3. Basic structural and technical installations such as sensor lights, door intercoms,

and direct telephone lines should be put in place immedi;rtely.

4. Line Managers should remind staff of the need for care when dealing with risky or
unknown clients. All staff should be facilitated to visit clients accompanied by another
worker where appropriate.

5. Managers should also inform all staff that the Superintendents of Gardai in the area
have all confirmed that they are willing to provide garda support as required.

6. Each head of discipline should discuss with their own staff appropriate methods for

ensuring that information on staff whereabouts and expected times of return is known.
Where appropriate, check in procedures should be implemented.

7. The key holding policies for the area require immediate review. It is recommended

that all staff should be issued with keys for the centres they use most frequently.

8. Opening and closing of Health Centres by Caretakers should be monitored and the

security issues in specific Health Centres highlighted by respondents to this survey
addressed.

9. Managers should take the opportunity afforded by the feedback of the results of

this survey to staff to discuss the other practical issued raised by local workers,
including the reasons for non implementation of certain suggestions.

10. The extension of training in liffing and handling techniques to all staff using Health

Centres should be considered.

11. The Health Board Training Officer should be approached by representatives of the

Area Health & Safety Committee to organise a course in dealing with difficult or
aggressive clientslpatients or members of the public.

12. A pre-printed letter advising clients or patients of the necessity of keeping dogs

under control should be made available to all staff to be used as required.

Safety Health and Welfare at Work Act 1989.
Dublin: The Stationary Office
Safety Health and Welfare at Work (General Applications) Regulations 1993
Dublin: The Stationary Office
Irish Medical Law David Tomkin and Patrick Hanafin 1995. The Round Hall Press
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T h e f o l l o w i n g report has been compiled based o n
reported i n c i d e n t s occurring up to 31 s t December
1994

Contents:
S u m m a r y of 1994 Statistics
Breakdown of all incidents reported for 1 9 9 4
Employers Liability Incidents:
Breakdown of Occupations
Breakdown of Causes
H i g h Risk Locations
H i g h Risk Employees
Public Liability Incidents

INCIDENTS REPORTED
1994

NQ&f
Inndolts

Employers Liability

523

69%

Public Liability

178

24%

Burglary/Theft

32

4%

Fire

10

1%

All Risks

7

0ther

-

-

-

percen tape
. of
pverall total

T O T A L NO. OF INCIDENTS

757

---

1OO/

COMPARE t o 1993 FIGURES

Po.o f Incidentq

p e r c e n t a.~ eof
pverall t o t a l

w

w

69% (66%

Employers Liab

523

(444)

Public Liability

178

(177)

Burglary /Theft

32

(26)

Fire

10

(7)

All fisks

7

(14)

Other

7

(1993)

(8)

----757

-----

(676)

-----

There is a 9 % increase i n the total number of incidents reported for 2994

-2-

LOCATIONS C L A S S B R E A K D O W N 1994
EL = Employers Liability
AR = All Risks

PL = Public Liability
FR = Fire

BU

= Burglary/Theit
OT = Other

LO CATION
22

C.O.H. BALLYFERMOT

23

ST. MARYSHOSPITAL

24

ST. CLARES HOME
J.C.M. BLANCHARDSTOWN
DIST. HOSP. BALTINGLASS

ST. VINCENTS ATHY
GENERAL HOSP. NAAS

ST. COLMANS. MTHDRUM
DISTRICT HOSP. WICKLOW
JAMES'S STREET
PARK HOUSE

I42 1 TRANSPORT

BAGGOT ST. HOSPITAL

44
I

45

GOOD COUNSEL CENTRE

46

GHIS, CARMICHAEL HOUSE

147

1

WOMEN'S REFUGE

48

PRINTING, WESTLINK

49

DENTAL SURGERIES

1ND. EST.

50 TIVOLI ROAD DUN LAOGHAIRE

TOTAL NO. OF INCIDENTS

--

--A-

-.

"J

A-

'

-A-

-A.

A

d

A . I A

"A\*

LY

L I L A 1 L...

the INTXODUCTlON of RISKMANAGEMENT
JUNE 1989 to 3 1 ~ DECEMBER
t
1994

1

LOCATION

1

1989

01

C.C. AREA 1

10

02

C.C. AREA 2

48

03

C.C. AREA 3

42

04

C.C. AREA 4

30

05

C.C. AREA 5

21

06

C.C. AREA 6

23

07

C.C. AREA 7

46

08

C.C. AREA 8

48

09

C.C. KILDARE

10

C.C. WICKLOW

23

11

NEWCASTLE HOSPITAL

75

12

C.M.H.. DUNDRUM
I

13

119
I

1

VERGEMOUNT CLINIC

1

MOUNT PLEASANT SQUARE

I

14

1

1

2

61

ST. LOMANS

15

160

I

I

I

16

ST. BKZNDANS

17

PSYCH. SERVICES VI/VII

18

ST. ITAS, PORTRANE

415

19

ST. COLUMCILLES

132

20

CLONSKEAGH HOSPITAL

21

BRU CHAOIMHIN

46 1

81

28

-I

I

1
1

LOCATION
22

/

ST. MAWS HOSPITAL

24

ST. CLARES HOME

1

1

J C M ELANCHARDSTOWN

240

28

ST. VINCENTS ATHY

91

29

GENERAL HOSP. NAAS

30

ST COLMANS RATHDRUM

(

21

DIST HOSP WICKLOW

4

PARK HOUSE

-

35

JOYCE HOUSE

2

1

DR. STEEVENS

1

26

38

ENGINEERS

8

42

TRANSPORT

59

44

BAGGOT ST. HOSPITAL

18

45

1

GOOD COUNSEL CENTRE

WOMEN'S REFUGE, RATHMINES

48

WESTLINK IND. EST.

1

13

1

1

1
I

47

50

1

CllRMICHAEL HOUSE
I

49

J

10
I

34

37

I

148

JAMES'S STREET

46

1

1

40

I

1

31
I

DIST HOSP BALTINGLASS

32

1

72

27

31

I

4 17

ST. BRIGIDS HOME
I

26

1 1989-

C.O.H. BALLYFERMOT

23
25

1

I

DENTAL SURGERIES
TIVOLI ROAD, DUN LAOGHAIRE

12
4

1

13

1

-

I

-

LOCATION

51

20 FRANCIS ST.

53

COMPUTER DEPT/HIU, STEEVENS

54

COMM. WELFARE OFFICERS

57

HAVEN HOUSE

59

GROSVENOR ROAD

60

GLEN HOUSE, NAAS

61

BALLYOWEN MEADOWS

62

REGINA COELI HOSTEL

63

EVE HOLDINGS LTD.

64

MOBILE UNIT
OVERALL TOTAL

-

EMPLOYERS LIABILITY INCIDENTS
BREAKDOWN of OCCUPATIONS
EL INCIDENTS REPORTED 1994
OCCUPATION

Ambulance Attend/Driver

Assault

1

Attendant - Psychiatric

- General
C.W.O./S.C.W.O.

1

Doctor
Domestic

1

1
23

1 1

9
5

1 5

I

I

3

1

I

5

7

1

1

Lifting

1

I

!

6

1

I

9

I

I

I
2

3

2

1

1
1
1

Household Staff
Maintenance Sta tf

Defect

2

Ladders

Gruunds

1

General Operative
Hostel Supervisor

Equip.

Bums

1

1

1

Premises
:loor/Stair

Premises
Other

Sharps

Mix

TOTAI.

OCCUPATION

Nurse - General
Nurse

-

-x-LAAssault

EL INCIDENTS REPORTED 1993

!'svch/hlenl;~l l l a n d .

Buns

Equip.

C I D U ~ ~ SLadders
Defect

Sharps

I

hlisc.

TOTA

1

Nurses A i d e
Nursing Officer
Occupational Therapist
Physiotherapist
Porter
I'ublic Heallli N u r s e
S.E.N.
Seamstress
Social Worker

-1
3

Storeman
Student N u r s e

2

Supplies Officer
Assaull

TOTALS

266

Dun=

21

Equip.
9

Ladders

9
Sharps

Misc.

TOTA l

523

EMPL OYEAS LIABILITY INCIDENTS
B R E A K D O W N of CAUSES
Compare to 1993 f i p r e s

percentas

1994

Cause

Assault

Variation

266

(173)

Misc. Slip etc.

97

(88)

19% (20%)

Sharps

43

(56)

8% (12%)

Lifting

40

(48)

8%

(11%)

Premises
Floors /Stairs

29

(27)

5%

(6%)

Remainder

27

(17)

5
'
/
0

(4%)

51%

(39%)

For the third year in succession, the numbers of injuries suffered as a
result of lifting, have reduced.
Following a 3% increase i n 1993, the number of burns/scalds
incidents have reduced by 4% i n 1994.
The number of assaults still remains the highest cause factor of 011
employee incidents reported and accounts for over half of the 523
incidents relating to staff. T h e increase for 1994 is 12% compared to

an increase i n 1993 of 9%. I t should be noted that the term 'assault'
covers verbal assault and physical assault.
The numbers of sharps/needIestick injuries, highlighted i n the 1993
report as a high risk factor, have fallen in 1994 by 4%.

nlbn

M S K LUCA11ON-S

A l l Classes - 1994 Statistics
Location

Incids.

Percentg
Overall t o t a l

181
57
46
43

23%
7.5%
6%
5.5%

?
i JQ&f

St. Ita's Hospital
St. Brendan's Hospital
St. Columcille's Hospital
JCM Hospital

M u a r e te

+ 3%
+ 5.5%
+ 3%
- 1.5%

HIGH R I S K CAUSES
Employers Liability Incidents
St. Ita's Hospital
= 176
St. Brendan's Hospital = 49

Assault = 79%
Assault = 57%

Assaults in St. Itas Hospital was highlighted in the 1993 report as a high risk
factor accounting for 65% of their total of employees incidents reported.
The 1994 figures show assault accounting for 79% which represents an
increase of 14%
Needlestick injuries/sharps in J.C.M. Hospital was also highlighted in last
years report as a high risk factor accounting for 7 3 % of their total of
employees incidents reported. The 1994 figures show needlestick injuries
accounting for 34% which represents a decreasc of 39%

HIGH RISK EMPLOYEES OCCUPATIONS

Percentaze

ofEL
Occuaation

Nurse Psych/MH
Attendant
Nurse General
Domestic
Child Care Worker

1994

Variation

HIGH RISK EMPLOYEES - CAUSES
Occupation

Nurse - Psychiatric

No. of EL
lnciden t s

180

Main Cause

Assault

83%

Increase of 15% on 1993 fig.

Nurse - General

47

Sharps
Assault
Misc.

32%
23%
23%

Attendant - Psychiatric

42

Assault
Lifting

55%
14%

Attendant - General

47

Assault
Lifting
Burns

19%
19%
10%

Domestic

32

Misc.
22%
Burns
22%
Assault 16%
Sharps 12%

Child Care Worker

29

Assault

- 15 -

96%

PUBLIC LIABILITY INCIDENTS
BREAKDOWN of CAUSES
Compare to 1993 figures

N o , o f Incidents
Revorted

Cause

Misc.

Fall from bed etc.

Percenta~e
. of
overall total

m

17993)

105

(107)

59% (60%)
o

(7%)

Premises Floors/Stairs

8%

(6%)

Assault

7% (11%)

Premises Other

6%

(3%)

Self Inflicted injury

4%

(8%)

Burns/Scalds

3%

(2%)

Grounds Defects

2%

(2%)

l

EXAh4PLES OF ' M I S C E L W E O U S ' PUBLIC LIABILITY INCIDENTS RECEIVED
ARE:-

Staff member's car windscreen broken by stones thrown b y children
ne~rby
Damage to staff member's car whilst parked outside her client's home.
Lock of stajy member's car damaged whilst on a call
W i n d o w of staff member's car smashed b y vandals outside workplace
Children's accidents whilst o n the premises
Patient fnkzting for no reason
Patient falling

-

no apparent cause

Patient tripped over their walking frame
Patient tripped going u p stairs - no cause
Patient climbed out of wifldow

EXAMPLES OF 'PREMISES OTHER'INCIDENTS ARE:

Fingers caught i n doors - springs adjustedlrepaired i n doors where
necessary.
Pane of glass from window fell out and caused damage to staiFf member's
car
Member of public tripped over kerb in hospital grounds. N O defect.
Leaking biro o n reception desk caused damage to member of public's
clothes
W h e n attenzpting to open window, it opened too quickly and banged
patient on forehead - necessary rernedinl action tnken

ESTATE MANAGEMENT SECTION
DR STEEVENS' HOSPITAL
DUBLIN R
Tel 679 0700
Fax 679 O W 0

The Risk Management Incident Reporting System was introduced in the E.H.B. in May 1989.
There are 67 Area Controllers in charge of reporting any accidents or incidents within their
designated location. These incidents are reported to the Risk Management Reporting Centre
on the pre-printed I.R. form.
To date over 4.000 incidents in the E.H.B. area have been reported and recorded on to the
system.
Care Wicklow

IAlwh!x

Mr. J. A. Duggan

Controller:
Total no, of incidents
reported to date:
Total no. of claims since
introduction of R.M:

0

Misc. Cost:

£69 p e p claim - medical expenses

Breakdown of Incidents
Employers Liability

Public Liability

=

= I4

Misc. SlipiTripiBump
BurnsiScalds
Lifting
Sharps
Floor
Ladder

13

Misc. SlipITriplBump
Fall from Bed
BurnsIScalds

Fire =

2

d

SUZANNE CREAVEN
Risk M a n a g e m c n t A n s u r a n c e
3/1/96

Amendix 11
OUESTIONNAIRE

Please complete and return to Dr. Davida De La Harpe, Eastern Health Board,
Glenside Road, Wicklow. If you wish to provide additional information you may
do so on additional sheets but please indicate number of question to which the
additional information refers.

1. Name
2. Discipline (PHN, SW, OT, EHO etc)

3. Base
4. Does your work entail, visiting clientslpatients in their own homes?
(If not, please ignore questions 5 to 9, and question 15)

5. If you do visit clients in their own homes, in the last year have you felt
(a)intimidated verbally or emotionally by a clientlpatient.

1f"yes" how often
If you wish, you may give details of event(s)

(b) Been physically threatened by a client/patient(s)
If "yes" how often
If you wish you may give details of event@)

(c) Been injured by a client?
If "yes" how often
If you wish you may give details of event(s)

(e) If you answered "yes" to any of the above did you report the problem, and if
so. to whom?
5 (a) (Intimidation) Reported to:
5 (b) Physical Threat) Reported to:

5 (c) (Physical 1njury)Reported to:
6. When visiting clientslpatients is it your practice to let colleagues or
supervisors know exactly
(a) Where you are going
(b) When you expect to return

7. Is there a particular category of client or patient which has given you cause to
fear for your personal safety and security when visiting them?.

8. Are there any other areas of concern in regard to your own safety and
security when visiting clients in their own homes that you wish to highlight?

9. Are there any practical measures which you would suggest which might help
to minimise the risks to your own personal safety and security when visiting
clients.

10. When working in Health Centre(s) have you, in the last year

(a) felt intimidated physically o r emotionally
by client(s)
If yes how often

If you wish you may give details of event@)

(b) Been physically threatened by a clientlpatients?
If yes how often
If you wish you may give details of event@)

(c) Been physically injured by a clientlpatient
If yes how often
If you wish you may give details of event(s)

11. Has a member of the public (not a clientlpatient) ever intimidated,
threatened o r injured you while you were working in a Health Centre?

Please describe event($ and indicate when and how often such event(s) occured

12. Are there particular circumstance which in your opinion make you
vulnerable while working in Health Centre(s)? (This might relate to category of
client, Health Centre itself etc).

13. Have you reported any events as detailed in sections 10 through 12 to your
manager?

If yes please give details of which were reported and to whom
to a (intimidation) Reported to
to b(Physica1 Threat) Reported to
to c (Physical Injury) Reported to
(Problems with general public) Reported to
14. Are there any practical measures you would like to suggest which would help
to minimise the risk to your from clients and the general public when working in
Health Centres?

Accidental Iniuries:
15. Have you during the last year suffered an accidental injury when
(a) Visiting clients in their own Home?
(b) If "yes" how often?

(c) Please briefly describe the accident and injury

(d) Did you report the event?
(e) If "yes" to whom

16. When working in a Health Centre(s) have you, during the last year suffered

a n Accidental injury?
(a) if "yes" how often?
(b) Please briefly describe the accident or injury

(c) Did you report the event(s)
(d) If "yes" to whom?
17. Are you aware of a safety statement prepared for the Health Centre(s) in
which you work?

18. Have you read a safety statement prepared for the Health Centre(s) in which
you work?

19. If a "near miss" reporting system were implemented in this area would you
be willing to participate? ( a near miss reporting system aims to identify
potential accidents so that corrective measures can be implemented before an
accident actually occurs).

20. Are there any other areas of concern not dealt with in this questionnaire
which you wish to highlight?

Thank you for the time taken to complete this questionnaire. I hope the results
will allow us to work towards minimising risks to all staff during their work and
thus improve the overall quality of service for workers and clientslpatients.

APPENDIX 1 1 1

COMMUNITY CARE STAFF:
SAFETY AND SECURITY

APRIL 1996

CONFIDENTIAL

DIPLOMA IN HEALTH CARE RISK MANAGEMENT

CONSULTATIVE PROCESS

WITH

HEADS OF DISCIPLINE

SAFETY AND SECURITY
IDENTIFIED AS AREAS OF CONCERNS

CONSULTATIVE PROCESS (2)

-PROGRAMME MANAGER

SUPPORT

- LOCAL GARDAI
EXPERTISE

CONSIDERATION

IMPORTANT TOPIC

IMPROVEMENT IN WORKING CONDITIONS

QUALITY OF CARE

- ESSENTIAL TO ACT ON PROBLEMS
-POSSIBLE LIABILITY IF FAILURE TO ACT

ENHANCED EXPECTATIONS OF WORKERS VIS A VIS
MANAGEMENT.

CONSTRAINTS

1. TIMESCALE

2. GENERAL WORK LOAD

-

3. RESOURCES MONEY

- TIME AND PERSONNEL TO PUT IN PLACE
STRUCTURAL CHANGES.

4. AUTHORS CHANGE OF JOB

LEGISLATION

IST NOVEMBER 1989 - SAFETY HEALTH AND WELFARE AT
WORK ACT

18TH FEBRUARY 1993 - SAFETY AND HEALTH AND
WELFARE AT WORK .ACT (GENERAL APPLICATIONS)
REGULATIONS.

SPIRIT OF .4CT VERSUS REGULATIONS

"SO FAR AS IT IS POSSIBLE"

METHODOLOGY

1. CONSULTATIVE PROCESS

2. PILOT OF QUESTIONNAIRE

3. SURVEY OF RISK PERCEPTION AND EXPERIENCES

4. ANALYSIS

5. HEALTH AND SAFETY COMMITTEE RECONSTITUTION

(FURTHER CONSULTATION)
6. RECOMMENDATIONS AND FEEDBACK

RESULTS

RESPONSE RATE 49.4%

- VISIT CLIENTS IN OWN HOME 59 (74.4%)
(ANALYSED SEPARATELY)

VERBAL OR EMOTIONAL INTIMIDATION 3g0/0

REPORTING:

47.8% FORMALLY TO LINE MANAGER
1.3% INFORMALLY
8.7% TO CLIENTS GP
30.4% NON REPORTED

PHYSICAL THREATS

13.5% O F THOSE VISITING CLIENTS IN OWN HOME

87.5% REPORTED T O MANAGER
25% REPORTED T O GARDAI

PHYSICAL INJURY

3 RESPONDENTS (5.1°/o O F THOSE VISITING CLIENTS IN

OWN HOME)

ONE OUTSIDE TIME FRAME O F STUDY

OTHERS - BITES FORM k1.H PATIENTS
KICKED BY CLIENTS

- ONLY ONE (KICKING INCIDENTS) REPORTED T O
MANAGER

INFORMING OTHERS OF VISITS AND EXPECTED TIME OF
RETURN

21/59 - 35.6% USUALLY LET COLLEAGUES OR SUPERVISORS

KNOW

PROBLEMS "NO ONE TO TELL"
"VISITS OUTSIDE NORMAL WORKING HOURS"

SPECIFIC CONCERNS

CATEGORY OF CLIENTS -

PSYCHIATRIC (15.3%)
KNOWN HISTORY OF VIOLENCE (8.5%)
LIVING IN CERTAIN AREAS
EXTENDED FAMILY WITH CRIMINAL HISTORY
DOG OWNERS

OVERALL 18.6 EXPRESSED CONCERNS ABOUT DOGS

SOME SUGGESTED REMEDIES

1. VISITING ACCOMPANIED BY ANOTHER WORKER
2. VISITING ACCOMPANIED BY POLICE
3. A FORMAL SYSTEM OF CHECKING IN
4. SHARING OF INFORMATION ABOUT "RISKY" CLIENTS

5. KEYS FOR RURAL HEALTH CENTRES

6 . SELF DEFENCE COURSES
7. SPECIFIC TRAINING FOR DEALING WITH DIFFICULT

CLIENTS
8. DOG ZAPPERS
9. PERSONAL ALARMS

10. MOBILE PHONES

11. BASIC CAR MAINTENANCE COURSES

HEALTH CENTRE SAFETY

(ALL 78 RESPONDENTS ANALYSED)

35.9% HAD EXPERIENCED PHYSICAL OR EMOTIONAL

INTIMIDATION
9.0% PHYSICAL THREATS
ONE RESPONDENT - PHYSICAL INJURY

SOURCE OF THREATS:

OWN CLIENT
CLIENTS ATTENDING OTHER SERVICESICLINIC
GENERAL PUBLIC.

REPORTING
10178 (12.8%) HAD REPORTED INCIDENTS TO MANGER.

PERCEIVED WLNERABILITY

71.8% FELT VULNERABLE

- ALONE, ESPECIALLY LATE ON FRIDAY EVENINGS IN
WINTER

- DARKNESS AROUND HEALTH CENTRES
-LACK O F DIRECT PHONE LINES
-LACK O F PANIC BUTTON T O SUMMON HELP
-POOR SECURITY IN GENERAL (DOORS LEFT OPEN,
LEAVING THE DOOR OPEN TO SEE CLIENTS ETC).

- GENERAL SAFETY CONCERNS - HIGH SHELVING, FIRE
HAZARDS, SINGLE EXITS.

ACCIDENTAL INJURIES

4/78 REPORTED SUCH INJURIES (5.1%) WHILE VISITING

CLIENTS
2 ASSOCIATED WITH DOGS

1 FALL ON WET PATH
1 BACK INJURY WHEN BENDING T O TREAT PATIENTS

NO INCIDENT REPORTED T O MANAGER
5/78 (6.4%) REPORTED ACCIDENTAL INJIJrRIESWHILE

WORKING IN HEALTH CENTRES
2 TRIPPING ON FLOOR COVERING
1 BOX O F NAPPIES FELL O F SHELF
1 STERILE NEEDLE STICK INJURY
1 FINGER LACERATION (GLASS PHIAL)

SAFETY STATEMENT

57.7% KNOW ABOUT SAFETY STATEMENT
50% HAD READ ONE

NEAR MISS REPORTING
87.2% WILLING TO PARTICIPATE

HEALTH AND SAFETY COMMITTEE RECONVENED

DISCUSSION OF VARIOUS ISSUES RAISED

SEVERAL PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS PUT IN PLACE
IMMEDIATELY OR PLANNED IN IMMEDIATE FUTURE

OTHER AREAS FOR DISCUSSION

MAIN RECOMMENDATIONS (1)

1. HEALTH & SAFETY COMAIITTEE QU.4RTERL'k
MEETINGS

2. NEW NEAR MISS AND ACCIDENT REPORTING SYSTEM

* ALL STAFF T O KNOW ABOUT IT
* REPORTING PROCEDURES

- CLEAR
- SIhlPLE
3. SENSOR LIGHTS, DOOR INTERCOMS, DIRECT

TELEPHONE LINES IMMEDIATELY

1. REMIND STAFF O F OWN OBLIGATIONS T O TAKE CARE,
FACILITATE STAFF T O VISIT ACCOMPANIED WHERE
APPROPRIATE

5. INFORM STAFF O F G.ARD.4 SCPPORT ,I\'.-lIL.4BlLITY

6. EACH DISCIPLINE TO DISCbSS A\tD l i t l i ' L l ~ , \ l ~ i \I w r i ~ f i ~

APPROPRIATE INFORMATION SYSTEM AND CHECK IN
PROCEDURES FOR STAFF

7. REVIEW OF KEY HOLDING POLICIES

- ALL STAFF - KEYS TO HEALTH CENTRES
- CARETAKER SECURITY

MAIN RECOMMENDATIONS (11)

8. DISCUSSION BY MANAGERS WITH STAFF OF OTHER

PRACTICAL ISSUES, INCLUDING WHY SOME SUGGESTIONS
ARE NOT BEING IMPLEiMENTED

9. EXTENSION OF LIGHTING AND HANDLING TRAINING TO
ALL STAFF

10. APPROACH TO TRAINING OFFICER TO ORGANISE

COURSES ON DEALING WITH DIFFICULT AND AGGRESSIVE
PATIENTS

11. PRE-PRINTED LETTER ADVISING CI,IENTS/PATIENTS TO

KEEP DOGS UNDER CONTROL

